
SMARTER SEARCHING
How to be more precise and save time

• A quick look at how to save time and effort searching for what you want.

• For starters the most powerful tool in your armoury is Google. 

• There are other search engines but nearly all of them 

plagiarize Google in some way or other so I’m sticking to 

Google. 

• Other search engine probably have similar tools.
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• What are Advanced Searches.

• Boolean Operators –

• (Named after the nineteenth-century 
mathematician George Boole)

• Boolean logic is a form of algebra in which all values are reduced to either 

TRUE or FALSE. Boolean logic is especially important for computer science 

because it fits nicely with the binary numbering system, in which each bit 

has a value of either ‘1’ or ‘0’. ‘1’ being true and ‘0’ being false.

• In advanced searching we use these operators to mean either

• AND - OR - NOT 

• How does this help our advanced searches?
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if we want to include two words in our search we use AND 

If we want to include either of two words we use OR

If we want to exclude one or other of two words we us NOT

So our search looks like this:
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• In the real world this can mean something like, if I want to find recipes 
including ham or egg or both in different combinations then

• Both - Ham AND egg. - Using the AND operator

• Only - Ham OR egg. - Using the OR operator

• Exclude - Ham AND egg NOT cheese - the NOT operator

-

OR

+
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• Now the dreaded additions:-

• Ctrl F – Searches in retrieved screen only

• () Parenthesis – Searches parameters first

• * Asterisk – The wildcard. Searches for any word or letter

• ? Question mark – Single character searching: 

• : Colon – Searches within a specified site
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• We’ll now have a look at these actions in practice.

• Google now provides a proper search screen to help using Boolean 
Logic.

• Quite simple its called ‘Advanced Searching’ and can be found by 
simply typing ‘Advance ‘Search in the search box.

• I’ve then put it in my Bookmarks for quick access.

• Experiment with it, you’ll be surprised how accurate you can make your 
searches with a bit of practice.


